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Monopolistic competition
with outside goods
Steven C. Salop
Bureauof Economics
FederalTradeCommission

The Chamberlinian monopolistically competitive equilibrium has been explored
and extended in a number of recent papers. These analyses have paid only
cursory attention to the existence of an industry outside the Chamberlinian
group. In this article I analyze a model of spatial competition in which a second
commodity is explicitly treated. In this two-industry economy, a zero-profit
equilibrium with symmetrically located firms may exhibit rather strange properties. First, demand curves are kinked, although firms make "Nash" conjectures. If equilibrium lies at the kink, the effects of parameter changes are
perverse. In the short run, prices are rigid in the face of small cost changes.
In the long run, increases in costs lower equilibrium prices. Increases in market
size raise prices. The welfare properties are also perverse at a kinked equilibrium.

1. Introduction
* The Chamberlinian(1931)zero-profitmonopolisticallycompetitive equilibrium has been explored and extended in a number of recent papers. These
analyses have focused on the monopolisticallycompetitive industry and have
paidonly cursoryattentionto the existence of an industryoutside the Chamberliniangroup. In this paper, a model of spatialcompetitionis analyzed in which
a second commodity is explicitly treated.
In this two-industryeconomy, a zero-profitequilibriumwith symmetrically
located firms may exhibit ratherstrange properties. First, demand curves are
kinked,even thoughfirmsmake "Nash" conjectures.If equilibriumis a tangency
solutionawayfromthe kink,the short-andlong-runresponsesto parameterchanges
are conventional.However, if equilibriumlies at the kink, the effects of parameter changes are perverse. In the short run, prices are rigidin the face of small
cost changes. In the long run, increases in costs lower equilibriumprices.
Interpretingthe cost increaseas an excise tax, this resultstates thatthe incidence
of the tax is negative. Increases in marketsize raise prices. The welfare propThisis a revisedversionof a surveypaperentitled"MonopolisticCompetitionReconstituted"
(1976).I am indebtedto Don Hester, Lew Johnson, Bob Mackay,PerryQuick, Steve Salant,Joe
Stiglitz, Andy Weiss, the referee and editor, for helpful commentsand to Mary Ann Henry for
editing and typing. The remarksin this paper represent only my personal views. They are not
intendedto be, and shouldnot be construedas, representativeof the views of any othermemberof
the FederalTradeCommissionstaff or the individualCommissioners.
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erties are also perverseat a kinkedequilibrium.Decreases in cost and increases
in marketsize lower both consumer and aggregatewelfare.
In the next section the formalmodel is presentedand the symmetriczeroprofit Nash equilibrium(SZPE) is defined. Conditions for existence of the
SZPE are derivedin Section 3. Comparativestatics and welfare propertiesare
explored in Sections 4 and 5, respectively. The paper concludes with a short
discussion of the deterrenceequilibriumconcept.

2. The basic model
* In this section we analyze a variantof the traditionalHotelling(1929)model
of spatialcompetitionwhich is derived from Lerner and Singer (1937). In this
variant the economy that is envisioned consists of two industries. The one
upon whichwe focus is monopolisticallycompetitivewith differentiatedbrands
and decreasingaverage costs; the other is a competitive industry producing
a homogeneouscommodity. Each of L consumerspurchaseseither one unit or
none1of the differentiatedcommodityaccordingto preferences,prices, and the
distributionof brands in product space. Remainingincome is spent on the
homogeneouscommodity.
Eachconsumerhas a most-preferredbrandspecification1*.A brandI different from the most preferredspecificationis valued lower accordingto preferences in productspace U(l,1*). The productspace of the industryis taken to be
an infiniteline or the unit-circumferenceof a circle. While neither assumption
is realistic, both allow the "corner" difficultiesof the originalHotelling model
to be ignoredandan industryequilibriumwith identicalprices by equally-spaced
firmsto obtain. Eliminatingthe technicaldifficultiesmakesit simplerto analyze
the qualitativeequilibriumpropertiesof the model. Thus, the model is a benchmarkfor subsequentanalyses with nonuniformpreferencesacross empirically
validatedproductspaces. By eliminatingtechnicalproblems,this model allows
a focus on the essential interactionsof firms in an industry.
If there are n brandsof the differentiatedcommodityavailableat pricespi
andlocationsli, a consumerwhose most preferredspecificationis l* will purchase
one unit from some brand if the maximumsurplus of utility less price across
brandsoutweighsthe surplusfromthe homogeneousother good. Denotingthat
surplusby s, we have the decision rule:Purchaseone unitof the brandsatisfying
max [U(li,l*) - pi]-5*

(1)

The traditionalmodel of constant transportcosts is capturedwith preferences
given by

U(li,l*) = u - c Ili - 1*j,

(2)

where the "distance" Ili - l* I refers to the shortest arc length between li and 1*.

In this case, equation(1) may be rewrittenas follows:
max [v - c Ili - l* - pi

-,

(3)

where the effective reservation price is given by

v =u-s
1 The model easily generalizesto

>O.

elastic demands.

(4)
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We now explore the existence and properties of a symmetric zero-profit
Nash equilibrium(SZPE). By symmetricwe mean an equilibriumin which the
brandsare equallyspaced aroundthe circularproductspace andchargeidentical
prices. By zero profits, we mean an equilibriumin which free entry leads to a
situationof each brandearningzero profits.The equilibriumis Nash in that each
brandchooses a best price, given a perceptionthat all other brandshold their
prices constant. The conclusion discusses the requirementthat the numberof
brandsbe integer-valued.
The methodologyhere consists of derivingthe perceived demandcurve for
a single representativebrandas a functionof other brands'prices and locations
and then findinga tangency between that demandcurve and the average cost
curve. Three regions of the representativebrand's demandcurve may be distinguished:the "monopoly,""competitive,"and"supercompetitive"
regions.The
''monopoly" regionconsists of those prices in which the brand'sentire market
consistsof consumersfor whomthe surplusof no otherbrandexceeds the surplus
of the homogeneous outside good. The "competitive" region is composed of
those prices in which customers are attractedwho would otherwise purchase
some other differentiatedbrand. The "supercompetitive" region consists of
those prices in which all the customers of the closest neighboringbrand are
captured. These three regions of a typical demand curve are illustrated in
Figure 1.
Supposethe representativebrandchargespricep and its nearestcompetitors
located at distance lln chargep, as shown in Figure 2. We derive the regions
of the demand curve as follows. In the absence of competition from other
differentiatedbrands, the representativebrand captures all consumers living
within a distance where the net surplusgiven in (3) in nonnegative. Denoting
the maximumdistance by x&and substitutinginto (3) we have,
x

U

- P

(5)

C

If there are L consumersaroundthe circle, since the brandcapturescustomers
within a distancex&on each side, its monopoly demandqmis given by
2L
qm =_(v
c

- p).

(6)

This defines the potential monopoly market of the representative brand.
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FIGURE 2
THE CIRCULARMARKET
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Those consumers residing in the potential monopoly market of two brands purchase from the one offering higher net surplus. If the brands are located a
distance apart of 1/n and the neighboring brand on one side charges a price p,
then from (3) the representative brand captures all those consumers within a
distance x given by
(n

)

Denoting by x, the value for which (7) holds with equality, we have
+ c In - p)

x=-(p
2c

(8)

and hence a firm's competitive demand qc = 2Lxcis given by
qc = L (

+ cln - p).

(9)

Differentiating (6) and (9), the slopes sl(D) of the demand curve in these
two regions are given by
sl(Dnm)= -c/2L
(10)
sl(Dc)

=

-cIL.

(11)

Thus, we have the unusual result that demand is more elastic in the monopoly
region than in the competitive region. Moreover, as illustrated in Figure 1,
the monopoly region comes at higher prices.
The two regions fit together as follows. Suppose the right-side neighbor has
a potential monopoly market illustrated in Figure 3. At prices above v, the
representative brand obtains no customers. As it begins lowering prices below v,
it captures demand from the homogeneous good according to the monopoly
FIGURE 3
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FIGURE 4
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slope c/2L. Eventuallyits price becomes low enough that its monopoly market
overlapsthe monopolymarketof its neighboras illustratedin Figure4. Now as it
lowers price further,it begins to capture customers from its neighboraccording to the steeper competitive slope cIL. At the kink in Figure2, the monopoly
regionsjust touch. Note that the kinkarises here fromthe existence of the other
industry, not from the non-Nash perceptions discussed by Sweezy (1939). It
generalizesto higher dimensionalspaces.2
At some lower price, even those customers residingat the neighborare indifferentbetween the representativefirm at p and the neighborat 5 (and additional surplusc(l1n)). This price pz is given by
pz = p - cln.

(12)

At prices below pz, the representativefirm captures the entire market of its
neighbor,for not only are those consumers residingat the neighborwilling to
incur the surplus loss cln for the price differential5 - p, but so are all the
customers of the neighbor.Thus the representativebrand'sdemandhas a discontinuityat pz from this "predatory"pricing.
The demand curve in Figure 2 displays the typical shape of these three
regions. It shifts accordingto the prices andlocations of the neighboringbrands.
Since demandcan never exceed the monopoly demand,the kink always lies on
that monopoly curve, as illustratedin Figure 5 (with supercompetitiveregions
deleted). Note that the market may be so competitive as to make the kink
nonexistent. This occurs when the neighbors' potential monopoly market includes the location of the representativebrand.

3. Existence of a symmetric zero profit equilibrium (SZPE)
* A SZPE is defined as a price p and a numberof brandsn such that every
equally spaced3Nash price setter's maximumprofit price choice earns zero
profits.We ignorethe additionalrequirementthat the numberof brandsmustbe
an integerand discuss it later. In addition,the potentialnonexistence of equilibriumarisingfromthe discontinuityin demandis also postponed.If an equilibrium
exists, the representativebrand'sdemandcurve and averagecost curve will be
tangent, for then the zero-profitpoint is surely also one of maximumprofits.
Three equilibriumconfigurationsare possible, as illustratedin Figure6, where
the monopoly, kinked, and competitive equilibriumprices are denoted by subscripts (m,k,c), respectively.
At the monopolyequilibrium,some consumerslyingbetween two neighboring brandsmay not purchasethe differentiatedcommodity. Thus, the markets
2 This may be confirmedin a two-dimensionalproduct space. The monopoly market is
circular,while competitivemarketsare polygonal.
3 This equilibrium
concept is static. In a dynamiccontext, it assumes that firmsmay costlessly relocate in response to entry and, in fact, do relocate. Thus, equal spacing is maintained.
For a discussionof an alternativeequilibriumconcept, see the conclusions.
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FIGURE 5
FAMILYOF DEMANDCURVES
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of neighbors may not overlap and each can act as a monopolist, constrained
only by the outside commodity. Monopolyequilibriawith and without overlap
are picturedin Figure6. At a kinked equilibrium,marketsjust touch. As illustratedin Figure6, since the extension of the monopolydemandcurve lies above
the averagecost curve, the monopolypricepmlies below the kinkedequilibrium
pricePk. At the competitiveequilibriumconfiguration,monopolymarketscompletely overlap. However, Pc may be above or below Pm, dependingon demand
and technologies.
It is easy to show graphically which equilibrium configuration obtains for

any set of technology and demandparameters{F,m,v,c,L}. Simply drawing
the averagecost curve and the entire family of demandcurves, existence of an
equilibrium configuration requires maximum profits equal to zero-point E in
Figure 7. A zero-profit point like G does not satisfy maximum profits because
it is dominated by a point like F.
FIGURE6
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FIGURE 7
EXISTENCE OF EQUILIBRIUM
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The SZPE satisfiestwo conditions:marginalrevenue (less than or) equalto
marginalcost and price equal to average cost. For constant marginalcost m
and fixed cost F, the SZPE is given by
P+q

dp
dp
dq

(13)

p = m + Flq,

(14)

and from symmetry, if the equilibriumhas no gaps,
q

=

LIn.

(15)

At the monopolyequilibriumdpldq is given by sl(Dm)in (10);at the competitive
equilibriumby sl(Dc) in (11); and at the kinkedequilibriumby a slope between
sl(Dm) and sl(Dc). Substituting(15) and (10) into (13) and (14), the monopoly
price and numberof brands4are given by
Pm

=

m + cI2nm

n m V=

(16)

1
-/TI

(17)

Using (11) instead of (10), the competitive equilibriumis given by5
Pc = m + clnc
nc=

c L/F

(18)
(19)

4There may be gaps at a monopolyequilibrium.This calculationyields the maximumnumber
of brandsat a monopolyequilibrium.
5See Grubel(1963)for a short derivationof the competitiveequilibrium.
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The values (pk,nk) for a kinked equilibrium lie between the values given
in (16)-(19). Since there is no tangency at a kinked equilibrium, (13) holds as
an inequality. Instead of being given by the equality in (13), price is given by
the monopolistic demand function, or
= v - c/n.

pk - v -(cIL)q

(20)

Solving (20) and the price equal to average cost condition given by equation (14) for equilibrium variety nk, we have
-Fnk

L

+clnk

=

v - m.

(21)

The monopoly equilibrium configuration requires the very restrictive condition that the exogenously given average cost curve be tangent to the exogenously
given demand curve or v - m = \/2F77.6
We ignore this limiting case for the
remainder of the analysis. The competitive equilibrium configuration occurs for
all parameter values such that v - m _ I2VTl.7
The kinked equilibrium
configuration occurs for values of v - m in the interval [NT2cElL3,/2
cFIL],
which is small relative to the range of values v - m can assume.8
The demand discontinuity can imply the nonexistence of any SZPE.9
Recalling from (12) that the representative firm can capture its neighbor's entire
market at prices below p- - c/n, an additional condition for existence of a SZPE
is that such pricing behavior is unprofitable. A sufficient condition for this is
that the predatory price p - c/n does not exceed marginal cost m, for price equal
to or below marginal cost necessarily is a losing strategy in the presence of
fixed costs. Referring to (16) and (18), supercompetitive behavior is not profitable,
since the equilibrium price is no greater than m + cln. Similarly, if marginal
costs are increasing, as with U-shaped AC curves, then the market-capturing
price lies below the minimumAC price. However, if marginalcosts are decreasing,
then such price cuts may be profitable and cause nonexistence of a SZPE.

4. Comparative statics
U As the exogenous technological or demand parameters {F,m, v,c,L } vary,
the equilibrium price-variety pair also changes. These changes may be calculated
from the equilibrium values in equations (16)-(19).
O Competitive equilibria. The comparative statics at competitive equilibria are
straightforward and traditional. Substituting (19) into (18) we have
Pc

=m +

nc =
6 For the derivation,see

L

cL
F

(22)

(23)

the derivationof equation(31) below when profitsare zero.

7The derivationis as follows. Referringto Figure 6, the equilibriumPC derived in (18) and
(19) must lie below the monopoly portion of the demand curve, or v - ?2(c/L)(L/n) - Pc,

Substitutingfor PC and nc, the stated conditionobtains.
8 This intervalmay be largerfor alternativetechnologicaland demandspecifications.
9 See Roberts-Sonnenschein
(1977)for examplesof discontinuousreactionfunctionsleading
to nonexistenceof equilibrium.
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As fixed costs (F) rise, price rises and equilibriumvarietyfalls. Changesin
marginalcosts (m) are fully shiftedonto consumers;equilibriumvarietyremains
the same. Surprisinglyperhaps,changesin the net valuationv have no effect on
the equilibrium.The marketis competitiveenoughthat aggregatedemandis unaffected by changes in this demandprice.
As the value of productdifferentiation(c) falls, prices fall and varietyfalls.
As marketsize (L) rises, prices fall and varietyrises. As cIL decreases, demand
becomes moreelastic andprice moves towardmarginalcost. Thus, the ratiocIL
is the relevant measure of monopolistic product differentiationin the model.
For U-shapedaveragecosts, perfectcompetitionobtainswhencIL = 0, for then
every brandfaces a perfectly elastic demand function.
O Kinked equilibria. The comparative statics at kinked equilibria are all
perverse.An increasein eitherfixedor marginalcosts lowers prices. This is illustrated diagrammaticallybelow as a movement from E to E'. Intuitively, cost
increases reduce the equilibriumnumber of brands, allowing the remaining
brandsto furtherexploit scale economies. This is a very strikingresult. If the
increase in costs is interpretedas an excise tax levied on the industry,then the
incidence of that excise tax is negative at the kinked equilibrium.In terms of
consumerwelfare, the lower price is offset by the decline in variety, of course.
However, it is shown in the next section that consumerwelfare does rise from
the tax, even if the proceeds of the tax are ignored.
It should be emphasizedthat this perverse reaction to a cost increase is a
long-runresponse that results from the exit of marginalfirms. In the short run,
there is no reactionat all. Since the marginalrevenue curve is discontinuousat
the kinked equilibrium,a small change in marginalcosts induces no price
response. Thus, the industry responds to a small marginalcost increase as
follows. In the shortrun, prices and quantitiesdo not change, thoughprofitsfall
below normal(zero). These losses induce some firmsto exit, resultingin higher
demandfor those that remain.This increaseddemandallows the remainingfirms
to better exploit scale economies, resultingin decreased long-runprices.
An increasein the valuation(v) raises price and variety, as illustratedby the
movementfromE to E". As may be seen fromFigure8, price rises by morethan
the increasein valuation,as scale economies are lost. As with cost increases, the
welfareeffect of this increasein valuationis also perverse;it may be shown that
consumer welfare falls. Interpretingthe increase in valuation as arising from
informativeadvertising and the cost increase as the cost of that informative
advertising, the valuation effect lowers welfare, while the cost effect raises
welfare.
Decreases in cIL, arising from either an increase in market size (L) or a
decrease in the value of productdifferentiation(c), raise prices in equilibrium,
as illustratedin Figure 9 as a movement from E to E'. As with the other
comparativestatics discussed, this result is the reverse of what occurs in the
competitive equilibriumconfiguration.

5. Welfare analysis
* Productselection.It has been pointed out by Spence (1976)and others that
the productionof some unprofitablecommoditiesmay be optimaland the production of some profitable commodities may be nonoptimal. For the circular
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FIGURE 8
COMPARATIVESTATICSOF (v,m,F): KINKED EQUILIBRIUM
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market,thismaybe testedby comparingthe conditionunderwhicha segmentof the
market will be served by a monopolist (the profitabilitycondition) with the
condition under which service yields positive net surplus (the optimality
condition).
Suppose each brandproduces up to the point where the net benefit to the
marginalconsumer, who is at a distance x* from the brand serving him, is
zero. Then, the net social benefit per brand of serving the entire circular
marketis:
rx*

B

=

2L

(v -cx

-

m)dx -F,

(24)

FIGURE 9
STATICSOF c/L: KINKED
EQUILIBRIUM
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where the marginalconsumer's benefit is given by
v

cx* - m = 0.

(25)

Substituting(25) into (24) and integrating,we have
B =-(v

-

m)2

(26)

F,

-

C

and this surplusis nonnegative(B _ 0) if and only if the following optimality
conditionis satisfied:
v -rm

L

(27)

.

On the other hand, a monopolisticfirmwill choose to serve any segment of
the marketonly if its profitsare nonnegative,10where profitsfor the monopoly
portionof the demandfunction are given by
FIm

qm

(V

=

-F.

(28)

Maximizing(28) with respect to q, we have
L

(29)

qm=-(v-rm).
C

Substituting(29) into (28), profits are given by
Hm= m

Profits are nonnegative (flm
condition is satisfied:

-

v-

L
2c

(v-m)2-F.

(30)

0) if and only if the following profitability
m

-

(31)

Comparing the optimality and profitability conditions, we see that
profitabilityis sufficientbut not necessary for optimality. All markets served
should be served, but not vice versa.

O Optimalvs. equilibriumvariety.Giventhatthe entire circularmarketshould
be served, the optimalprice-varietypair may be comparedwith the equilibrium
price-varietypair. A tradeoffbetween price and variety exists because of the
scale economies present in production.
If n firmsoperate and serve the entire unit-circumferencemarket,then the
marginalconsumer travels a distance ?12n and a consumer located at x-'1?2n
obtains a surplus in excess of marginal cost of v - m - cx. Since there are L

consumers per unit distance and 2n intervals of length 1?2n, total surplus is
given by
r1/2n

W = 2n

(v - m - cx)Ldx - nF.

(32)

10 It shouldbe notedthatif one monopolistdoes not wish to serve one segment,no monopolist
will serve any segmentsince the circularmarketis symmetric.
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Integrating,we have:
W=

(v - m

L - nF.

(33)

4 n

The interpretationof (33) is the following. Since (i) the marginalconsumer
travels a distance of ?12nin product space, (ii) the consumer who travels the
shortestdistance(zero) obtains his most preferredbrand,and (iii)L consumers
are distributeduniformlyin productspace, the averagedistance travelledis ?14n
at an imputedcost of c per unit. Then the average net surplusper consumeris
v - m - cl4n. Total fixed costs are nF. Maximizing(33) with respect to the
numberof brandsn to find the optimal price-varietymix, we have
n*

I

cL

(34)

2 F

Comparingthis optimumto the possible equilibriagiven by (17), (19), and(21)we
have
n* <fnm <nk <nc.
(35)
Thatis, optimalvarietyis less thanequilibriumvarietyfor this circularmarket,if
the marketshould be served.
This resultof too manybrandsis not robust, but ratherdependscruciallyon
the distributionof consumers and preferences. As Spence (1976) and others"
have pointed out, the optimumdepends on the differencebetween the average
surplus and the surplus of the marginalconsumer relative to fixed costs; the
value of adding an extra brand (and respacing the others) effectively converts marginalconsumers to average ones, at fixed cost F.12
Graphically,the comparisonof the equilibriumwith the optimummay be
made as follows. The planning problem in (33) is equivalent to maximizing
average consumer welfare minus price W(n,p) subject to the price equal to
average cost breakeven constraint.13Since the average consumer travels a
distance ?4n in product space, we have
Ilc

max W(n,p) = v - p - -4 n
subject to p = m + - n.
L

(36)
(37)

Equation(36) defines linear indifferencecurves in (p,LIn) space with slope of
-V4(cIL) while (37) expresses the constraint. As illustrated in Figure 10, a
smallervalue of S expresses a higher surplusv - S. Then, the optimumlies at
the point where the average cost has slope equal to - 4(cIL), whereas
equilibriumlies at the point where the average cost curve has slope between
-1?2(cIL)(for monopoly equilibrium)and -cIL (for competitive equilibrium).
A graphicalrepresentationof the optimum vs. equilibriumprice-variety
pair may be used to show the welfare effects of the comparative statics at
For example, Dixit and Stiglitz(1977)and Lancaster(1975).
It can be shownthatany utilityfunctionthatis concave in distancewill yield excess variety,
for a uniformconsumerdistribution.Convex functionsare necessaryfor deficientvariety.
13
Since consumershave inelasticdemandsin this example,thatpricedoes not equalmarginal
cost introducesno distortion.
12
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FIGURE 10
EQUILIBRIUM VS. OPTIMAL VARIETY
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the kinkedequilibrium.(See Figure 11.) For example, an increase in costs from
AC to AC' that lowers prices will improve welfare, since the slope of the indifference curve (- ?4cIL) is flatter than the slope of the monopoly demand
curve (-?12cIL). Thus, movements down the demand curve represent higher
welfareas illustratedbelow by comparingS to S'. Similaranalysis will show that
FIGURE 11
DERIVATION OF OPTIMAL VARIETY
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FIGURE 12
DERIVATIONOF THE p(L/n) FUNCTION
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an increase in valuation(v) and an increase in marketsize (L) lowers consumer
welfare.
Finally, we can determine the optimal number of brands given monopolistically competitive pricing. Spence (1976) shows that for his partial
equilibriummodel, the marketsolutionis optimal.For the circularmodelstudied
here, the optimumis either the marketequilibriumor complete monopoly. We
may prove this as follows. First we derive the Nash equilibriumprice for
different (exogenously given) numbers of symmetricallyspaced brands. We
denotethis relationshipbyp(Lln)."4 Thep(LIn) functionis illustratedin Figure12
as EE'M, where we assume the SZPE (point E) is competitive. The complete

monopoly equilibriumis labeled M, and E'M is a portion of the monopoly
demandcurve.
The consumer welfare maximumcould then be found by placing indifference curves, which have slope -?4(clL), in Figure 12. It is clear that the
optimummust lie at E or M. If the SZPE were kinked, say at E', then p(LIn)
wouldbe the portionE'M, and the optimumwouldlie at the complete monopoly
point. Thus, for the circularindustry, optimal entry policy is either free entry
or entry restricted to the point of each brand having a complete monopoly
market.

6. Conclusions
* In the example studied here, explicit attention has been paid to the role a
secondindustry(outsidegoods)playsin determiningthe propertiesof monopolistically competitiveequilibrium.This focus requiredus to ignorethe possibilityof
14
The derivationof p(Lln) relies on the followingobservation.For any numberof brandsn,
thereexists a level of fixedcosts F' such thatan n-brandSZPEobtains(or the marketis not served).
Thus, an n-brandNash equilibrium,when fixed costs are F, yields equilibriumprice p(Lln) and
excess profits per brand of H = F' - F.
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nonuniformpreferencesacross more complicatedand realistic product spaces
or differenttechnologies across brands.
The majorcontributionof the approachtaken here, which was first noted
by LernerandSinger(1937),is to providea rationalizationof the kinkeddemand
curve in terms of symmetric "Nash" conjecturalvariations. Previous rationalizations by Sweezy (1939) and others were based upon asymmetric competitive responses to price increases and decreases. This paper goes beyond
Lerner and Singer by deriving the industry equilibriumand analyzing its
properties.
The industry equilibriummodel displays conventional properties when
equilibriumoccurs at a Chamberliniantangency away from the kink. On the
other hand, the properties of equilibria occurring at the kink are perverse.
In the short run, industryprices do not adjustto small cost changes, as noted
by Sweezy in his model. It is only throughthe process of entry and exit that
the industryadjuststo cost changes. Moreover, at the kinked equilibrium,the
long-run response to a cost increase is exit by some brands followed by a
decreasein industryprices, as remainingbrandsbetterexploit scale economies.
The short-runprice rigidityof the kinked equilibriumaccords with casual
empiricism.However, the long-runpropertiesare more difficultto confirmor
reject, since they depend on longer run entry adjustments. Moreover, the
actualsymmetricexample analyzedentails the abstractand unrealisticassumptions of uniformpreferencesarounda circularproductspace and identicalcost
functions and valuations among competing brands. While these assumptions
considerablysimplifythe theoreticalanalysis, they makeempiricalconfirmation
more difficult.
Other shortcomings of the approach taken here are the zero-profitand
costless relocation assumptions we have made. Because the technology is
characterized by an indivisible fixed cost, the number of brands must be
integer-valued.Therefore,free entry need not lead to a zero-profitequilibrium,
as originally pointed out by Kaldor (1935) and analyzed by Eaton (1976).
An interesting "deterrence" equilibriumconcept built on these foundations
has been explored for a circularmarketby Hay (1976)and Schmalensee(1977)
and for other spatial marketsby Prescott and Visscher (1977). In a deterrence
equilibriumsequentialentrantslocate in such a way that no new entrantwishes
to locate in the interval between two firms. As a result, the deterrence
equilibriumhas half the numberof brands as the SZPE.
In the model analyzed here, the deterrence equilibriumconfigurationis
generallythat point in the p(LIn) curve with the numberof brandsn equal to
1/2 the number at the SZPE.15If the SZPE is competitive, the deterrence
equilibriummay be competitive, kinked, or at the monopoly point; which
equilibriumoccurs depends on the particularparametervalues. Hay showed
that if the deterrenceequilibriumis competitive, prices are higherthan at the
SZPE. However, kinkedor monopolydeterrenceequilibriamay result in lower
pricesthanthe competitiveSZPE. Finally, if the SZPEis kinked,the deterrence
equilibriumlies at the monopoly point and entails lower prices and unserved
segments of the circularmarket.
15
The exception arises when this point on p(Lln) lies below the monopoly point on the
monopolyportionof the demandcurve. In this case, while the numberof brandsis still halved, the
remainingbrands raise price and lower output to the monopoly point. Hence, the deterrence
equilibriumentails unservedsegmentsof the circularmarket.
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In closing, it should be reemphasizedthat the exact results derived here
merely reflect the example used. That there is excess variety at equilibriumis
not robust. The kink appears robust as the numberof dimensions of product
space increases. However, as Archibald-Rosenbluth(1975) and Weiss (1977)
point out, equilibriummay not exist with higherdimensionalproduct spaces.
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